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…Prejudice is something we must transcend
Coming into season this world will flower
With the power of love, not the love of power…”

“

— “Bohemia,” actual song found on INCOG’s I-POD by talented, but probably pretty
liberal, Canadian musician and artist, Mae Moore.

Cog Man, you seem to be on to something — can you lay it all out for me? Like why all us
White people are constantly belittled and accused of being the evil ones all the time? I’m
just a regular person and I really don’t want to become some kind of skinhead Nazi hater. I
just want peace and love, dammit to hell!
Well, first off, I don’t know everything. Wish I did. But I can see where things are going. And
I’m definitely not some ignorant “rayciss” making things up. Hell, I have liberal White folk
music and some black blues music like John Lee Hooker and B. B. King on my I-POD
playlists. On the outside, I probably look boring as hell — if you met me, you would think
“here’s a typical White suburban guy, reeking of haughty White male privilege, of
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course, but harmless.” Little do they know about this “hateful” website I set up!
I’ve often wished to come up with an all-encompassing brief description of the “Jewish
Question.” I’m probably being arrogant to assume I have the brain power to do it. I’m simply
trying to awaken my fellow White brethren to the long-running “agenda” of racial
destruction being done to us White people. Oh, it’s real, alright. I’ve quietly been
studying and contemplating the matter from all angles for years. Along with that, carefully
talking with certain insiders, high and low. It’s absolutely the truth: These bastards have
been in a war with the White race. Even humanity itself is at risk because of them.
I once told my brother, the things I believe are basically what he and pretty much all other
decent Whites think. Only difference, is that they just don’t get what the Jews have been up
to in our lands. The media fully realizes that if us “regular” Whites get the deal about these
creeps, then their whole rigged PC system of the last one hundred years is through. They
certainly don’t want their cushy existence threatened by irate mobs. Especially since so
many of us have guns.
First off, and this is very important, the Germans were not evil people. It amazes me how
much they go on and on and on about evil Germans. Get this and get it good: The
Germans killed people, but we killed people, too. When we killed people of other countries,
they wanted payback and vice versa, forever and ever, amen.
Remember the old saying “the victor writes the history?” That’s what we got going on. But
with a big twist to this very day. The Jews wanted to have their own homeland — atheists or
not, they believed God himself gave them Israel and, by golly, they were going to have it
once again. So they continuously ran “atrocity propaganda” created by the Soviets, Britain,
USA and themselves to brainwash our people with something they called the “holocaust” to
justify the “Zionists” stealing the area from the people (Jews, Arab Muslims and Christians)
already living there, pretty much peaceably with each other.
Now these “Zionists” are a Jewish international political cabal richly funded by International
Jewish money. Riches, BTW, garnered by creating the infrastructure of FIAT phony paper
money and national debt in our own lands, plus taking a cut of the action every time we
went grocery shopping, or even buying non-edible items (the KOSHER scam). Basically,
they are getting rich off us, while hiding crap and telling us anything they deem in their best
interests as a race/religion/criminal mob/whatever.
These Zionists were also big commies, who killed tons of people themselves. Hell, their
political “manifestos” killed more people the last century than Nazis ever did. True dat!
Now they sure as hell don’t want us Whites to get that part of the equation. I used to
wonder why that was so. Every time I turned around there was another movie or
documentary about the German White Nazis killing everyone in sight, but ZILCH on
commies when they killed tens of millions more across entire continents.
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I remember once asking this old hipster guy I knew from this funky SoHo Jazz bar where I
used to hang out a long time ago. I knew he was an ex pat from Russia. Do you know what
he said? It was because of the Jews. The Jews, I asked? Yep, with a chuckle he said he
should know, being a Jew himself!
Oh, he wasn’t the only Jew willing to speak about it. I’ve talked to others. Some of them are
quite forthcoming if they don’t think you’re a big Nazi.
See, that’s the thing. Jews have been just as brainwashed as us White people when it comes
to Nazis and gas chamber crap. They are all scared of us going Gestapo on their butts once
again. On one hand, you really can’t blame the Jews for being such big creeps. On the other
hand, they really are huge creeps. They practically insist people hate them. It’s some sort of
weird racial masochism.
Then you have your lefty Jews, who think they know it all, working to bring in non-Whites
into our lands from across the planet. They are also big into faggotry and tranny stuff, right
along with jacking the homies left and right about us evil racist Whitey slavers. Plus, they
feel free as a bird promoting us to breed our noble, creative race away. They used to avoid
that (yet have tested the waters with movies like “Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner). But they
are now a rush to eliminate us as threat to their social engineering programs and NWO
agenda. It’s everywhere on TV these last few years.
I can’t imagine a more self-centered, self-righteous bunch of devious creeps in all my life.
This is why you have Jews everywhere working to keep us Whites ensnared in PC. This is
why you get Whites like Tommie Robinson, Monica Shaefer, and 89 year-old Ursula
Haverbeck put in prison for saying things they don’t want said. Actually, there’s been tons
of Whites who have been fired, had their lives ruined or even thrown into jail because of
these creeps.
Jews have massively funded, globalist operations, like the ADL, Simon Weisenthal Center
and SPLC expressly dedicated to keeping tabs on us evil Whiteys and raising Cain should
any of us get out of line. The media is completely at their beck and call to slander us as
“Neo-Nazis.” All sorts of newly created slander terms have been installed in our populations
like “Xenaphobe, “Homophobe” and “Far-Right Extremists” designed to intimidate us into
keeping it zipped.
Behind all these little Jews everywhere, you have mega rich Globalist Jews like George
Soros (real name: Schwartz) and families like the Rothschilds and Warburgs. You never hear
them talk about them, now do you? The reason for that is obvious. To do so invites getting
fired. Only very occasionally do you hear anything about Soros — and never the fact he’s a
Jew. They don’t want you to associate Jewry with lefty, globalist movements.
Yep, there’s tons of other rich Jews working to keep Whites brainwashed and apart of the
NWO Globalist octopus. Many of your little Jews actually have made careers out of it. You
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can see them on TV all the time, telling America what to do and who to hate. Pay attention
to last names (but they change those all the time), often their general Jewy look (but not
always) and what pro-Israel/pro-PC/pro-immigration viewpoints they espouse.
You Whites reading this need to wake up now.
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